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• Launched by the Administration in the wake of Hurricane Sandy to find 
effective ways technology can empower survivors, first responders, and 
government at all levels with critical information and resources

• Convene technologists, entrepreneurs, other stakeholders: Datapaloozas, 
Demo Days, workshops, commitments for open data and tools 

• Disasters.data.gov is the Initiative’s first major online presence

White House Innovation for Disaster 
Response and Recovery Initiative



• Data.gov platform launched in 
2009 with 47 datasets: part of the 
Open Government Initiative 

• Executive Order May 2013: Making 
Open and Machine Readable the 
New Default for Government 
Information  https://project-open-
data.cio.gov/policy-memo/

• As of January 2015: 
 138,381 datasets and collections
 349 citizen apps
 409 APIs
 89 agencies

Data.gov continues to grow 

https://project-open-data.cio.gov/policy-memo/


• Demo / walk through of 
disasters.data.gov features 
unveiled Dec. 15, 2014 

• Feedback and discussion 
on future updates: how to 
make the site most useful

• Q&A and best practices 
from data.gov team

Today’s briefing





• Featured data, tools,       
ways to get involved,        
and blogposts all accessible 
from main page scrolling 
and navigation tabs



• Series of “landing pages” 
for different types of 
disasters – more categories 
to be added

• Brings together data, 
apps/tools, ways to get 
involved (e.g., future 
Tornado-related challenge 
statements would be linked 
to landing page)















• Links and information 
about Apps & Tools 
featured at the July 2014 
Demo Day
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• Most visited: Apps & Tools, Call to Data Stewards, Innovator Challenge, 
Earthquakes

• Twitter pick-up: 5-10x more impressions than average (~3-4000 vs. ~500)
• Coverage from tech sector, neighborhoods/ cities/ states/ regions/ 

nations/ global, faith-based communities, government, academia, non-
profits, Emergency Management Magazine, FedScoop, StateScoop, 
ExecutiveGov, Forbes

• Social media in English, Spanish, French, Japanese, Dutch, Portuguese

Engagement / Initial Metrics

22,000 page views 
Dec. 15, 2014 - Jan. 6, 2015



• Agency Open Data POCs
• Project Open Data & Dashboard
• data.gov/FAQ
• data.gov/contact and @usdatagov
• disastertech@ostp.gov

Resources
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